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Abstract1

The hot and dense medium produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions has been con-2

jectured to be accompanied by an axial charge asymmetry that may lead to a separation3

of electric charges in the direction of the extremely strong (1018 Gauss) magnetic field (B),4

also known as the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME). The measurement of azimuthal correla-5

tor (∆γ) with respect to the spectator plane [2], estimated by the zero degree calorimeters6

with shower maximum detector, and the participant plane, estimated by the 2nd harmonic7

event plane determined using charged particles reconstructed by time projection chamber,8

will give us an opportunity to measure the possible CME fraction beyond the flow back-9

ground. Preliminary results using this approach in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV10

and U+U at
√
sNN = 193 GeV have been presented at Quark Matter 2019 [3]. In this11

talk, I will present the final results where the systematic uncertainties have been thoroughly12

investigated. Meanwhile, the observability of CME has been conjectured to be dependent13

on
√
sNN due to changes in the lifetime of the magnetic field, the strengths of CME signal14

and non-CME background. At lower energies, the Event Plane Detector (EPD) installed in15

the year 2018 provides a unique capability for CME search. The EPD can measure the event16

plane associated with the spectators with good precision. This opens up new opportunities17

to revisit CME search at lower energies with the BES-II data recently collected by STAR.18

In this presentation, I’ll present the CME search at STAR using the EPD and present the19

first measurements in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 27 GeV and discuss STAR’s plan for20

blind analysis of the isobar data as outlined in Ref. [1]21
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